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Introduction

I

am an employee of the Eden Prairie School

District. I presently

teach fourth grade and also am a district trainer for peer coaching. Since

I

began my teaching career twelve years ago, the field of education has

become more complex. As

I see the changes in education taking place

and

responsibilities being put on teachers today I ask how will teachers learn

all of the new methods and theories and still have time to effectively teach
the twenty-flve to thirty students in typical classrooms? Some of the

critical issues I have been hearing about in education include democratic
learning, multi-dimensional and authentic assessment, graduation
standards, consensus building, constructivist teaching, brain-based

learning, and integrated instruction. These are just some of the ideas
evolving in the pursuit to improve the educational system. Change is
taking place in education and in order to survive, successful teachers will
have to take charge of the change.

I feel teachers need a great deal of support from their
admrnistrators, and they need the necessary problem solving skills to
empower themselves and their peers in order to meet the many reform
demands of the teachirrg profession. Due to rapid social and economic

transformations affecting society and school, there is a strong movement
toward greater learning for all students (Hammond, 1996). How teachers
successfully accomplish this broad goal requires skills, knowledge, and
dedication beyond explanation. In my opinion the expectation for teachers

to teach the curriculum, communicate with parents, and also meet the
various needs of each learner is tremendous. As teachers, we need to
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become better equipped to even attempt to be successful with this

challenge. The notion that schools can educate all chrldren will only
become real with the development of a highly skilled and committed
teaching force (Hammond, 1996, p.5)
Statement of the Problem

This project is a professional development model to train teachers in
techniques which

will encourage and support continuous professional

learning. My study shows that adults who feel in charge of their own
personal and professional development may make significant gains in all
areas of

ther lives despite the obstacles encountered. Throughout my

research, two main questions are addressed:
1. How

can self-reflection and peer coaching help teachers critically

examine their own practices and identifu best practices in their teaching?

2. How does self-reflection provide support for teachers in today's
educational system?

Background and Rationale

Many teachers feel prepared to meet the rigors of teaching but not
prepared enough to face the changes taking place in education today. In
the district where I teach there are curently at least ten new initiatives

being discussed and promoted for teacher training and professional
development. Included in these programs is the development of growth
promoting processes such as action research, peer coaching, effective
communication, problem solving, critical thinking, and self-reflection. This

reflection is important because questioning our own assumptions, different
theories, and the new initiatives is vital in constructing our own personal

-t

philosophy about what we do and how we do it. Self-reflection skills can
empower us to decide for ourselves what kind of teachsrs we want to be

in this time of change.

"It

increases the probability that we

will take

actions [which] can be explained and justified to ourselves and others"

(Brookfield, 1995). Brookfield describes these "informed actions" as
steps that often achieve the results that were intended.

If we do not take

the time to develop a critical rationale about what we do, as teachers we

will be swallowed up by all that is coming at us both politically and
pedagogically.

For my Leadership Application Project, I have examined research

about self-reflection in professional development. I found that because of
our many responsibilities, teachers must make time to become part of our

own personal and professional growth process while participating in our

own self-assessment process. Lecfure seminars where participants just sit,
listen, and try to take in an incredible amount of new information are not
always effective. No matter how excited the participants are about the
information, life moves too fast for them to learn the new skills on their

own. Once the teachers return to ther classrooms the notes are often filed
away never to be looked at again, tro matter how noble or ambitious their

intentions for change. The skills being taught in any training need to
become embedded in all of our actions as teachers. We need a skill set to

work from that will enhance lifelong learning and stimulate us to make the
changes needed to be efhctive teachers in the 21st century. This project

focuses on the what, why and hows of self-reflection skills as a means for
teachers to enhance our own professional development.
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Methods and Procedures

I have researched the topics of self-reflection, peer coaching, adult
learning, and portfolio development. I have applied my research findings
by modifiring the peer coaching training model which we culrently use in
the Eden Prairie School District and have embedded a self-reflection
component and the development

of professional portfolios into the

training sessions. "Writing to clarifi,, orgarize and extend our thinking is
necessary for making meaning, and making meaning is necessary for

professional growth" (Wilcox, 1996). The final project has been designed

to equip pafiicipating teachers with the basic skrlls needed for peer
coaching and self-reflection. It includes a reflective portfolio for teachers

which will serve as one of the tools to enhance growth promoting
processes such as action research, peer coaching, collegial conversations,

team building, effective cofilmunication, problem solving, critical thinking,

goal setting, and self-reflection.
The peer coaching training model which we culrently use in the
Eden Prairie Schools focuses on Costa and Garmston's Cogrutive
Coaching model

(1994) Skills that are taught include the use of a

planning/reflective conference ffinF, questioning techniques, listening skills
and non-judgmental response strategres. These skills are intended to

support teachers in feeling more efficacious in gaining the knowledge
required to meet the needs of sfudents and, ultimately, to feeling more

positive about staying in the profession.

As earlier stated, the piece that I felt was missing and I have added
to the existing model is the self-reflection component. Research shows
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that sfudying our own practices stimulates an ongoing learning process

(Brookfield, 1995; Garmston, 1997, Kochendorfer,lgg4; Schon, 1990;

Wilcox, 1996). The heart of my project is the reflective portfolio which is
designed to be used with any teacher training program and also to enhance

day to day experiential learning. Wilcox's research has shown that
developing portfolios and reflecting on what we do helps develop the

thinking of lifelong learners (1996). Self-reflection helps us identifo what
we believe about our work and knowing one's own philosophy helps in
examining what we are doing and why we do it (Kochendorfer, 1994.

Smyth, 1989).
Teachers using this model
the theories

of Brookfield

will

create personal portfolios based on

and his four lenses (1995), Covey's Meaningful

Goal Setting (1994), and Wilcox's Smart Portfolios for Teachers in
Training (1996).
Literature Review

My research goal is twofold; first it is to learn more about how selfreflection and peer coaching can help teachers study their own practices
and identifo best practices. Secondly,

it is to leam how self-reflection can

provide support for teachers to become lifelong learners. Self-reflection is
a key to enhancing the professional development of teachers.

I began my

study by looking for a support model for educators that could help them be
successful in all areas of their

job. For my project, I reviewed four main

topics: self-reflection, portfolios, adult learning and peer coaching.
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developmen!?
Teachers have very little time for collaborating wlth colleagues-

The day is filled

wffi

teaching students and addressing each individual's

needs as they arise in the classroom. At the end of the teaching day, time

is invested in planning and organizing future lessons, correcting
assignments and communicating with parents. In conjunction with these

responsibilities, teachers are faced with decisions about their own personal
training and development. Teachers need to determine their needs,
interests, and values in order to select the initiatives in which they

will

become trained. Linda Darling Hammond, co-director of National Center

for Restrucfuring Education, advocates reforms that invest time in teacher
learning which will provide greater autonomy. Teachers will be better
prepared to meet the demands of the profession if they learn to manage

their own inquiry and learn to study their own practices (Hammond,
l ee6).

A,

approach to empowering teachers to be successful is self-

reflection. The skills of self-reflection irre critical to fostering the ongoing
learning and problem solving skills needed in most professions
(Hamrnond, 1996;Brookfield, 1995, Kochendorfer, 1994; Schon, 1994;
Costa and Garmston, 1994.). Robert Garmston works extensively with
teacher training and believes in the value of self-reflection. He states in

his article, "The Teacher is Within," "Those who engage in self-reflection
activities soon "realtze [that] any group that is too busy to reflect about its

work is too busy to improve" (Garmston, 1997). In the literature about
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school improvement, a key component to stlccess mentioned involved

principals who encouraged teachers to become reflective practitioners
(Reitzug and Burrello, 1995).
Self-reflection empowers individuals to analyze their own
assumptions and beliefs. It encourages more in-depth scrutiny of skills,
attitudes, abilities, and knowledge. In order for teachers to truly
understand their impact on students they must develop the ability to see
themselves, the classroom, and the instruction provided, through various
lenses (Ross et al. ,1993, Brookfield, 1995). Brookfield describes these
lenses in the following manner. 1) autobiographies as learners and

teachers, 2) sfudents' eyes, 3) cotleagues' perceptions and experiences,
and 4) literature (1995). The discovery and examination of individuals'

assumptions through these four lenses is what he refers to as "critical

reflection." I found these lenses to be very pertinent to my study about
self-reflection and I will be referring to them throughout my discussion.
The first lens is referred to as Our autobiographies as learners and

teachers. When we look through this lens we are analyzing more
critically what happened to us in our more formative years. When asked
about reasons for choosing certain techniques or approaches many
teachers reference their choice due to something that happened to them as

sfudents. "Remembering emotionally charged dimensions of our
autobiographies as learners helps us understand why we gravitate toward
certain ways of doing things and why we avoid certain others"

(Brooldeld, p.32,1995). When discussing the critical events of our
profession with a group of colleagues we can see direct parallels to our

I
own experiences. Our autobiographies are glounded much deeper
emotionally than our job training and have a longer lasting influence on us.
The second lens rs Our Students' Eyes. Taking the risk of looking
through our students' eyes can be most beneficial. Are they interpreting
the teacher's actions in the intended sense? Are the sfudents hearing and
seeing what the teacher wants them to hear and see? In order to teach

more responsively, teachers need the insight about what is happening as
each student procssses the grven rnformation. Teachers need to he aware

of each student's perceptions and feelings of self since these often are a
direct result of the teacher's communication style. This can be done by
anonymous survsys, evaluations, dialogues and one on one conferences
between sftident and teacher.

Our Colleagues' Experiences is the third lens. Participating in
meaningful conversation about our practice helps teachers analyze events
more thoroughly. As colleagues describe ther own experiences, the
listener is able to "check, reframe, and hroaden his/her own theories

of

practice"(1995). Colleagues san be like mirrors reflecting back to us
images or ideas we might not be aware we have.

Brookfield's fourth lens rs Theoretical Literature. Reading theories
about teaching provides many new perspectives about familiar situations.

It also helps teachers feel supported rather than ftustrated because these
readings enable one to look objectively at situations" Rather than

becoming 'stuck' in the feelings of ftustration or failure the emotional
energy that one might exert in cnticizrngthemselves is instead spent on

reading about new ideas and making changes (1995). Theoretical
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literature also provides rew information and insights about the changes
taking place in education. As individuals become aware of the different
theories, they are able to rnake soturd decisions about what is important
and worthy of investing

In summary,

ther time.

as teachers begin to

look at their practice through the

four lenses mentioned, they will begin to think more critically, and rnore
deliberately about how to create the most positive environment for
learning. In general, as people become more awire of what they are doing
and why, they become better at communicating the rationale that drives

what they do.

In alignment with Brookfield's theory of critical reflection is
Smyth's belief that teachers need to engage in four forms of action in the
process of determining forces that inhibit and consffain their

work. He

presents these actions as describing, informing, confronting and

reconstructing. Each action is linked to a question which fosters more
critical reflection.
The action of describing is brought about with the question "What
do

I do?" As we describe our own teaching, we are better able to analyze

what takes place in our classroom. We can examine more closely the
various elements of teaching that are present. By describing what we do
as teachers, Smyth feels there is more of a likelihood that we

understand how our consciousness was formed and how

it

will

might be

changed" When we take the time to describe various events, we become
more aware of how the elements of particular situations alienate and
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confuse us. We begin to see how these elements impose boundaries on

what is possible for us to do (Smyth, 1989).
The action described as informing is linked to the question "What
does this mean?" Here we try to make meaning of the different variables

that impact our decisions and actions. "What teachers are trying to do in
[the process of informing] is to move their teaching out of the realm of the

mystical, as it were, into a situation in which they are able to begin to see
through discussion with others the nature of the forces that cause them to
operate in the way they do and how they can move beyond

intellectualizing the issues to concrete action for change" (Smyth, p.6).
Smyth's third action of confronting is reminiscent of Brookfield's
thoughts about critical reflection and looking through the lens of our

autobiographies. This action is a result of the question "How did I come
to be like this?" Smyth advocates the requirement of teachers to develop
personal biographies and professional histories. This activity helps

individuals question the roots of particular practices. Asking this question

would also glve meaning to different events that have happened in one's
professional life along the way. As critically reflective teachers we need
to move to the stage of questioning what we do. This will grve us a
clearer understanding of what we do and why we do

it.

"'When teachers

write about their own biographies and how they feel these have shaped the
construction of their values, then they are able to see more clearly how
social and institutional forces beyond the classroom and school have been

influential" (Smyth, p.7).

ll
Smyth's fourth action of reconstructing is what Schon (1983) would
refer to as reflection in

action This is the stage of professional

development where we look at how we might do things differently and

what happened when we did make changes. It is here where teachers
begrn to

"link consciousness about the processes that inform the day to

day aspects of their teaching with the wider political and social realities

within which it occurs" (Schon, p.7). This is the problem solving stage.
The process of reflection in action demonstrates how critical reflection is

linked to personal change. Schon points out that critical reflection goes
beyond the simple processes of analy

z:rrrg

and speculating. This is where

we reflect after making judgnents (19S3). It is in this stage that
meaningful goal setting comes to mind for me.
These four steps are not easy to achieve. Anytime we honestly look
at who we are and why we do things, we risk finding encumbrances that

we may not be ready to face. It is often easier to go on doing thrngs the
way we have always done them. However, making honest attempts to
improve our work is the whole thrust of critical reflection. By taking a

critically reflective stance toward our teaching we also gain confldence
and energy. We no longer have to accept blame for problems that are not
of our own making (Brookfield, 1995; and Smyth, 1989).
In The Reflective Practitioner, the author Donald Sshon (1983)
writes about the crisis of confidence in professionals today. There is a
growing skepticism about the effectiveness of teachers, doctors, lawyers,
etc.. The exciting part of critical reflection for me is that it empowers us to

discover our strengths and the effective strategies we already use.

Augebury Goilugo
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Teachers construct their own meaning about the best conditions for

learning. Critical reflection does not point all teachers in the same
direction marching to the same drummer. It is about personal thinking and
problem solving. Also, "critical reflection urges us to create conditions
under which each person is respected, valued, and heard" (Brooldeld,
1995 ,

p.}l).
Leonard Kochendorfer describes the reflection process as "opening

spaces where you can entertain new possibilities, ask questions, and speak

about what you believe to be right" (1994). In teaching, precise solutions

for the problems that arise do not exist. However, teachers still need to
apply remedies as carefully as a physician prescribes medicines. The selfreflection process provides rew ways to analyze and respond to problems.

Brookfield describes critical reflection as a matter of stance and
dance. "Our stand toward our practice is one of inquiry. We see it as
being in constant formation and always needing frrther investigation. Our
dance is the dance of experimentation and

risk" (p.42). Questioning the

curriculum we teach, the ssquence of the learning and the methods of
assessment we use makes teachers mors aware of culfural and political

determrnants of education. This questioning helps teachers determine what
is valuable to them and what they want to change. Once we have

a

deeper

awareness of what we do and why, we are able to make changes and

modifications that are needed in our work (Brookfield, 1995) Smyth
refers to this as a process of becoming different "due to the creative and

critical thinking which enables individuals to make sense of their world"

(l e8e)
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The writers of Reflective Teaching

for

Student Empowerment, Ross

et a1., 1993) discuss three attitudes that are required for proficient

reflection. These attitudes are infiospective, willing to take responsibility,
and open-minded. An rntrospective psrson engages in thoughtful review

of all that goes on in his/her day with a focus on improvement. The
person willing to take responsibility for hisftrer decisions and actions holds
fast to personal beliefs. This person teaches in a manner that is consistent

with his/her personal beliefs and is able to defend that decision. The third
attitude of being open-minded is important for making changes. The openminded person is willing to consider new evidence and to admit the

possibility of error. Everyone makes mistakes, but a critically reflective
person recognizes, learns from and corrects their mistakes. These people

continually seek new information that challenges their assumptions about
teaching and learning.

It is obvious from the research that a key to success in the teaching
profession is critical reflection. Critical reflection is a tool to help us

discover our strengths and perfect our work. "Not to examine one's
practice is irresponsible; to regard teaching as an experiment and to
monitor one's performance is a responsible, professional acf' (Rudduck,
1984, p 6).
S1

S

are

how

use

The portfolio movement began as a means to evaluate sfudent work,

primarily in the areas of writing and language arts. I found very few
articles written about the use of portfolios at the adult level and the ones
read discussed the use of portfolios for preservice/inservice teacher

I
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education programs (Calfee

& Perfumo, 1993; Ford, 1993; Johns, 1992;

stahle & Mitchell, 1993)
The deflnitions of portfolio and portfolio assessment come in many

forms. However, in many of the definitions, the essential somponent is
meaningful collections of students' work over time (Gillespie et al., 1996).

A more specific definition of portfolio developed by Tierney, Carter, and
Desai (1991) states: "The portfolio is tangible evidence

of

accomplishments and skills that must be updated as a person changes and

grows" (p.43)
In all of the portfolio descriptions reviewed, self-reflection
components were present. Paulson (et al., 1991), included in their

definition of portfolios that "it provides a forum that encourages students
to develop the abilities needed to become independent, self-directed
learners"( p. 63).
Valencia's (1990) definition reinforces my earlier thoughts about
self-reflection skills enhansing our confidence: "It resonates with our
desire to capture and capitalize on the best each student has to offer;

it

encourages us to use many different ways to evaluate learning (p. 338)."

As I read about portfolio assessment for students, many of the
articles repeat that portfolios allow students to reflect on development,

growth and progression of their strengths and weaknesses as readers and

writers over time (Gillespie, et al., 1996). From this I interpret that
portfolios allow the participant (teachers in this case) to reflect on
development, growth, ffid progression of their strengths and weaknesses
as educators.

l5

Another major component of portfolio development is that it
provides an opportunity for students to assume responsibility for their own
learning (Ballard, 1992; Biggs, 1992; Moje et al. , 1994 Paulson et

a1.,

1991; Valeri-Gold et al., 199111992; D. Wolf, 1996). A strong advantage

of portfolios reflected in the research is how the development of portfolios
leads to stronger self-esteem, self-awareness, and a more positive attitude

toward the subject for which the portfolio is developed (Biggs, 1990;
Johns, 1992).

Donald H. Graves (1992) describes the use of professional

portfolios as being in its infancy. Actors, models make-up artists,
advertising agents photographers and architects are professionals who use
a portfolio to highlight their talents and

abilities. Once these professionals

acquire the job they are seeking however, the portfolio is safely stored
away until needed to showcass talents for the next

job. Often the portfolio

is used for collection and evaluation. This portfolio has a different
purpose. My goal is to explore ways to use self-reflection as a lifelong
learning process to enhance personal and professional growth.
In his chapter about portfolio definitions, included in the book

Portfolig Portraits, F. Dan Seger (1992) describes the portfolio from
concrete to abstract.
For artists. the most concrete definition of a portfolio is a case or binder in

which loose papers, paintings, drawings, photographs and the like are kept. Artists
collect their work with an eye on gaining entry into art schools, gallery shows, or

jobs, For an investor, the porfolio is

a collection of papers representing an affay

of assets purchased with an eye on their potential increase in value. Despite their
very different purposes, both portfolios present evolving personal portraits drawn

from continued self-evatuation of the porfolio's contents. Thus. on a more abstract

l6
level, the portfolio keeper is the one in control, calibrating the range of contents and
depth of representation in the portfolio in order to achieve personal goals. (p. 113).

When the keeper chooses the contents the portfolio becomes

"tangible extensions of thinking." They are profiles, "as well as indicators
of progress toward personally set goals. More than a simple tool for
assessment, portfolios become over time as personal as our signatures"

(Seger, 1992, p.119). Keeprng a reflective portfolio may enable teachers

to develop skill and artistic sensitivity in their jobs. As educators combine
their self-reflection skills with the development of a reflective portfolio
they will become more in tuned with their strengths and weaknesses.

In the process of developing portfolios, it is common for them to be
used as vehicles for reflection. The learner examines where they have
been, where they are now, how they got there and where they need to go

next. Ultimately, teachers would become more aware of the strategies they
are using. As they critically reflect on these strategies, teachers

will have

the confidence to get rid of the strategies that are not working and build on
and improve the strategies that are effective.

The American Psychological Association (APA) in their
development of twelve "Learner Centered Principles" further support the
commitment to reflection. The APA suggests that higher order strategies

for metacognition facilitate creative and critical thinking and the
development of expertise. The learners' awareness of their personal

control over thinking and learning processes promotes higher levels of
commitment, persistence and involvement in learning. Reflection can
provide a place for the learner to exercise control over their own thinking

(l ee3)
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portfolios can take on new appearances with each new setting for
which they are used. The possibilities are endless! "Portfolios allow the

individual learner to use them as they understand them. As the learner
grows, so do the capabilities of the portfolio" (Porter & Cleland , 1995,
p.15a).

A book I found meaningful rn my quest to explore portfolio
development for teachers was The Portfolio as Learning Stratery by Carol

porter and Janell Cleland (1992). Porter and Cleland are teachers who
share with the reader their personal experimentation and struggles to

develop the most effective methods for portfolios to benefit their students
and themselves as educators. They discuss the reasons for using self-

reflection to enhance learning. I feel these reasons also support teacher
development.
The first reason for self-reflection enables the learners to examine

their own personal learning procsss. Through this examination, teachers
become more aware of how they learn. When teachers become more
aware of themselves as learners, they also become more appreciative

of

the interactions that supported them in their attempt to understand- As
teachers reflect about new learning and their attempts at new strategies,

they begrn to see their own learning process evolve.

During the reflective process, the responsibihty for learning is on
the learner. In the case of teachers, they choose what they want to learn

about. It is their rsspollsibility to examine and interpret new theories and

initiatives. As teachers become more self-reflective they become more
cognizant

of

"gaps" in ther own learning. The reflection process helps us

l8

to step back in order to examine what we are doing

as learners and

teachers. As teachers, we seem to get caught up in all of the
responsibilities and decisions that go with the job and often'stay in our
old way of thinking.' It is difficult to see the areas we have avoided either
intentionally or because we have become so heavily immersed in other

things. The process of reflection can higlrlight not only what we have
been doing, but also what we haven't been doing. Learners who use

reflection are better "able to get inside their thiilking to discover the
support systems that allowed them to grow (Wolf, 1986).

As we become more aware of thinking and processes that enhance
our professional development, it will be easier to stay on track. It is so
easy to slip back into old ways, but the key to breaking that cycle is heing

aware of what makes us successful; what strategies supported our
learmng.

"Constructing meaning is an interactive process that requires risktaking because intellectual growth is supported by poor decisions as well

by good ones" (Porter et al; l9g2,p. 44). Many teachers and students
fear failure, so they play it safe by not taking nsks. Through reflection we
as

can see the value in risk taking and the impact it has on our learmng

process. When we explore different strategies? or ideas, through inquiry
and then reflect on these attempts with the new information-- learning

takes place. As our conf,dence builds we will be more willing to try new
ideas and "celebrate our discoveries" (1992)'

Learning is an ongoing cycle.

All of our experiences are connected

in some way. The answer to the question, "'What needs to be done next?"
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can only be determined when individual strengths, weaknessss, needs, and

questions are brought to the conscious level of both student and teacher"
(Porter et al.;1992, p.

45). This is where the need for meaningful goal

setting becomes part of the reflective portfolio.
The final reason for self-reflection that Porter and Cleland have

written about is that self-reflection for teachers can help us see changes
and development over time. Keeping a reflective portfolio over a long

period of time supports our professional growth. When looking back at
our reflection, we can sse concrete evidence that we are moving forward
and working toward our goals. This is especially helpful when we get

caught up rn being overly critical and ftustrated with ourselves or our jobs.

Many times we will see that our ftustration and discomfort comes because
we are working at a much higher level than where we initially started.
Seeing these changes ourselves is far more valuable than the verbal
reassurances we receive from our peers (Porter et a1., 1995).

Adult Learners:

do thev learn and what factors are necessary for

learniuC
One of my goals in developing this training model is to support
continuous growth and learning for teachers. The training needs to have
depth enough to ensure transfer and practical application by the teacher.

In order to cre ate a model like this, I have reviewed literature about how
adults learn and what comporents are necessary for effective learning to
take place. There really is not a magical formula that can be used to

maximize the learning of adults" There ffi€, however, plenty of valuable
ideas about what the trainer can provide to enhance the learning
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experience of the adult learner. There is a strong recommendation that

reflective abilities need to be encouraged to assist all people to effectively
learn"

Rather than just a set of techniques, I would like to offer the

participants opportunities to analyze situations, determine problems they

would like to address and discover their own solutions to these problems,
These ideas are supported by the research of Marsick, Brookfield,

Knowles, and Mezirow to name a few. Victoria Marsick

(1

992) has done

research on learning in the workplace" She believes that people learn best
when ther own identity and gpowth are recognized as important parts

of

the whole picture. Another underlying concept necessary in the
development of this training comes from Knowles (1980) and his

definition of androgogy. In the practice of androgogy, the learner takes a
more active role in controlling learning objectives and determining the
plan to meet these objectives.

Marsick also discusses two deeper levels of trainins in which job
skills are embedded. She feels that in order for learning to truly take
place, the educator must consider first the social unit that shapes the

individual's reactions at work (i.e., the organization and immediate work

group). As important

as the social unit is the second level

individual perception

of self. "Learmng for organizational

which is the
productivity

cannot be separated from learning for personal glowth" (Marsick, 1992).

Complimenting Marsick's ideas, Robert M. Smrth, the editor

of

Learnins to Learn Across the Lifespan, (1991) believes that conscious
efforts to learn "involve action, reflection, and self-monitoring." He
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believes

that self-reflection and self-monitonng skills are the "heart of

the learning process." We need to become more aware of ourselves as
learners and what happens as we learn. He also believes that learning is

both intrapersonal and interpersonal. When people are learning skills for
relating new information to existing knowledge, reading for meaning,
synthesizng and hypothesizing, they are taking part in a process that
happens both within themselves and in their transactions with others.

"One learns to participate effectively rn groups by group experience,
which may also include specific traimng in goal setting, active listening,
consensus reaching, and the grving and receiving of feedback" (1991,
p. l2). Through this type

of learmng we are more effective if we know

ourselves as learners. It is very beneficial to be examining what happens
as we learn so we can develop the awareness and capacities for effective

self-monitoring and active reflection (Smith, 1 991 ).

Mezirow (1981,1985), known for his research and development in
the area of adult learning differentiates between three dimensions

of

learning which are described as instrumental, dialogic and self-reflective.

Instrumental learmng refers to task oriented problem solving. This
dimension covers the area

of

learning specific skills about how we can do

our job more effectively. Dialogical learning refers to the way in which

people come to understand the cultures within the organization. Self-

reflective learning, the third dimension, is about how we learn to
understand ourselves. It is this learning that nurtures and manifests
personal change. This emphasis of reflection supports Brookfield's

critical reflection theory. It is difEcult to separate the dimensions of
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learning because it is here that we reco gntze ourselves as members

of

larger social units in order to get a clearer picture of our own identity,
goals, and assumptions about what we do.

Critically reflective learners are continually sensitive to why things
are being done in a certain way, the values that these actions reflect, the

discrepancies that exist between what is being said and what is being
done, and the way in which forces below the surface of the organization
shape actions and outcomes (Mezirow, 1985, Brookfleld, 1986).

Adult learners need to look at concepts and take the opportunity to
overlap and form connections to existing thoughts and previous
experiences. The American Psychological Association has developed
fourteen learner-centered principles as a framework and foundation for

improving the qualrty of teaching and learning. These principals
emphasize the active and reflective nature of learning and learners.

All six of the principles from

the Cognitive and Metacognitive

category support the need for making connections to existing knowledge
and our experiences. Briefly, these six principles state the following:
1.The learning of complex subject matter is most effective when

it is an

intentional process of constructing meaning from information and experience.
2. The successful learner, over time and with support and instructional
guidance, can create meaningful, coherent representations of knowledge.
3. The successful learner can link new information with existing knowledge in
meaningful ways.

4. The successful learner can create and use a repertoire

of

thinking and

reasoning strategies to achieve complex learning goals.
5. Higher order strategies

for selecting and monitoring mental operation

facilitate creative and critical thinking.
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6. Learning is influenced

by

environmental factors, including culture,

technology, and instructional practices

(AP,\

1997).

Al1 fourteen of the learner-centered principles provide a strong

foundation for structuring any learning setting. They reinforce the idea
that teachers and trainers need to attempt to understand the learner as
someone with a personal view of learning and knowledge. The learner

benefits from discovering the limits of his/trer knowledge, and being
helped to find aspects that are especially interesting and meaningful.
People need assistance in understanding new information. When
glven new information, learners should be taught how to process so they
can align the new content with our prior knowledge and also develop the

skills needed for the transfer of knowledge. Most learners want to "apply
new skills and information as soon as [possible] in order to make [the

skills] their own" (Smith, l99l). Smith believes that in order for more
holistic learmng to take place, learners need to know that they possess
"potentially useful knowledge within" that is valuable to their learning and
critical thinking skills.
Nadine Rosenthal (1991) describes the transfer of information from
short-term to long-tenn memory requiring the learning techniques

of

reciting, structuring, and making corurections. When the learner recites
new information in his or her own words either orally or through wnting,
the information has a stronger chance of being entered into long-term

memory. Struchrring information in this way allows the learner to
reorganize the information into another format that mrght be more easily

rememhered. Examples of these "structures" are lists, diagrams, outlines,
charts, picfures or graphs Makrng these connections supports what was
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discussed earlier about how important

it is for new information to be

related to past knowledge and experiences. Does the new information add
any depth or create any dissonance with prior knowledge (Rosenthal,
r

eel )?

Action, reflection and self-monitoring were stated earlier as key
components to adult learmng (Smith,199I). They help the learners to

identifir and wrestle with their own barriers to learning. "These
components encourage learners to: 1. Extract meaning from our

experience,2. Acquire and use a repertoire of learning strategies, 3.Apply
what is learned, 4' Enable us to examine and modifi'the personal rules
and principles that govern our learning, [and lastly] 5. Produce insiglrts

that fuel the motivation and confidence for fuither learmng. Thus people
learn to learn as self-monitoring, reflection, and awareness are developed
and strengthened" (p l3).
The research that is available in the area of adult learning is very
extensive and abundant. Mernam and Caffarello have reviewed many

different theories in their book Learning in Adulthood (1991). Rather than
condensing all of the different theories into their own set of principles,

they determined how learning in adulthood can be different from learning

in childhood. They realized that a single set of principles is not likely to
hold true for the wide ranglng diversity of learners and learning situations.

"The learning that adults do arises from the context of their lives, which is
in turn intimately tied the sociocultural setting in which they live" (p.303).
Each learning situation is unique to the individual. Experience seems to be
the most important factor in adult learning (Brookfie1d,1986; Knowles
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1980; Kidd, 1973; Smith 1982). Smith, quoturg Brundage wntes that

"adults' firnd of past experiences brings about a learning process that
focuses on modifuing, transferring and reintegratrng meanings, values,
strategles and skills, rather than forming and accumulating as in

childhood" (1982, p.41). Also it should be noted that adults' past
experiences can become obstacles to new learning.

ln the area of personal development, adults deal with issues such

as

"intimacy, generativity, ffid integnff" (Merriam & Caffarella, 1991).
Adults also have many roles which have an impact on how they learn and
develop. These roles (spouse, parent, worker and citizen) in addition to

life events and transitions make adult learners quite unique from child
learners. It is the transitions and life events that are the catalysts for
significant and meaningful learning (1991).

patricia Cross (1981) highlights some major and minor barriers that
adults face in their lives that have an impact on their learning. She refers

to these obstacles as situational, institutional and dispositional. Situational
barriers are those that occur from their situations in life at that time. Some
examples of these are major life changes, job related issues, and family
matters at hand. Institutional barriers are all those practices and
procedures that exclude or discourage adults from participating in

professional growth opportunities, Lack of support by administration

would be an example of an institutional barrier. Lastly, dispositional
barriers are related to attitudes and self-perception about the self as a

learner. Barriers might be myths that include convictions about one's
abilities to learn---I can't learn anything that requires math skills, or I hate
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any kind of learning that involves touchy, feely

stufl or I am too old to

learn. Recognrzingthese factors as obstacles is the first step to success.
Smith believes this can be done by becoming more aware of ourselves as
learners which can be more easily accomplished through self-reflection

(1991). For adults to be successful learners, Cross also feels that they
need to have frequent review of the information presented. They also
need many opportunities to experience success with the new learning and

adults benefit from practice sessions before any group presentations.

Learning and success are also enhanced through one to one consultations
(Cross, 1981).
Joyce, Hersh, and McKibbin (1983) believe there are five major
components necessary for making the learning experience meaningful for

adults. The first component is the presentation of theory and the study of
the theory around the topic being presented. After thinking about the

different theories and having received the new information, participants
need modeling and demonstratrng to reinforce the new concept. They then
need to practice the new

skills. The fourth component involves structured

feedback from people observing the new skills being put into action.

Lastly, coaching to reinforce and support the development of the new
skills is very important. The coaching component needs to be present

as

an ongoing support to encourage the mastery of the new skill.
Stephen Brookfield describes successful strategies for effective

adult learning with six principles. The principles include the belief that

participation rn learning is voluntary. Adults have to be able to make their

own choices. If they are taking part due to coercion, intimidation, etc.
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very little learning will take place. Respect among group members is a

key element in adult learning. Each member needs to feel that they are
important and that their insights and participation are valued. Brookfield's

third principle is centered around collaborative facilitation. The learners
and facilitators are constantly working together to determine the needs

of

the group and how to best meet those needs. Leadership and facilitation

roles are rotated among group members. The fourth principle is described
hy Brookfield as "Learners and facilitators [being] involved in a continual
process of activrty, reflection upon activiff, collaborative analysis

of

activity, new activity, firther reflection and collaborative analysis and so
on" (1986, p.10). Critical reflection is a strong component of Brookfield's
adult leaming pnnciples. Learners are challenged to become more aware

of the factors that drive their decisions and actions. Facilitation goals are
to foster a deeper examination of where our constructed meanings of
work, conduct, relationships, etc., originate. Finally, facilitation is
centered around encouraging self-directed, empowered adults. "Such
adults

will

see themselves as proactive, initiating individuals engaged in a

continuous re-creation of their personal relationships, work worlds, and

social circumstances rather than as reactive individuals, buffeted by
uncontrollable forces of circumstance" (Brookfield, 1986, p.11).
Peer Coaching

Throughout the literature review the concept of coaching colleagues
has surfaced. In this section I

will define

Peer Coaching using

Art Costa

and Robert Garmston's work with Cognitive Coaching. Their model

of

cognitive coaching grew as a result of trying to develop a strategy to assist
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school administrators in their evaluation process of teachers. Their theory
takes into consideration the humanistic principles of teacher evaluation
and is built around helping individuals succeed on their own terms and

also as members of a professional community. Throughout my review

will

I

use the term peer coaching as an all inclusive term for Cognitive

Coaching and Peer Coaching.

When defining peer coaching, Costa and Garmston use the
metaphor of a stagecoach. "To coach means to convey a valued colleague

from where he or she is to where he or she wants to be." (Coaching and
the Art of Management. Organizational Dynamics. Autumn, 1989 vol.lS,

ppl 6-32). The model they have developed is a non-judgmental process
which is built arourd a planning conference, observation and a reflecting
conference. The coaching relationslup can be fostered between any two
individuals whose goals are to take responsibility for their own
professional and personal development. With the proper traimng and
mastery of skills anyone can be a coach or a coachee.
There are three main goals of Costa and Garmston's coaching

model. The first goal is developing and maintaining trust between the
coach and coachee. This goal is what determines the success of the
coaching interaction and is therefore paramount to the success of the other
goals: learning and holonomY.

Learning by both the coach and coachee takes place as the coach
encourages and supports the coachee to move beyond his/her present way

of thinking into a new frame of thinking. Many new skills and higflrer level
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thinking skills are implemented into the peer coaching process which
results in a transformation of cognitive processes and perceptions.

Holonoffiy, which comes from Koestler's work and is cited in Costa
and Garmston's work, is defined as individuals acting autonomously while

simultaneously acting interdependently with the gpoup. Autonomous

individuals are " self-asserting, self-perpetuatirg, and self-modiffing."
Holonomy involves two parts: the first is supporting people in becoming
self-actualizing and the second is supportrng them in becoming
interdependent. When we encourage people to become interdependent,

we assist them in recogni zing their ability to not only self-regulate but also
to understand how the entire system is influenced due to values, norns
and concerns of all of the individuals who make up the system. We are all
a small part of a greater whole (Costa

& Garmston, 1995).

Autonomous individuals participate significantly in their
organization. They perform in the best interests of the organizatron while
simultaneously paying close attention to achieving their own goals. They
are independent and interdependent at the same time which is the

definition of holonomous people.
Costa and Garmston define the sources of holonomy in terms of the

five states of mind: efficacy, flexibility, craftsmanship, consciousness, and
interdependence. For the organization these five states of mind create an

invisible energy field, in which all members of the organization are
affected just as a strong magnetic field affects a compass. Collectively,
these five states of mind are the forces that direct the members toward

authenticity and

integiry. They are avenues through which we can assess
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our own professional and personal development and also the development

of others. By knowing these five states of mind and the role they play in
our day to day interactions and learnings we can take pa.rt in our own
refurements and assist with the refinements of others.

The states of mind are transitory, transforming and transformable.
Our states of mind fluctuate depending on so many different variables
includrng experience, knowledge, fatigue, emotion, comfort, etc. By being
more aware of our states of mind we can become more successful. We
can develop mental cues which

will help us to utilize our skills to the

fullest, thus resulting in mors peak performances. We can consciously
choose and change our states of mind. SimitarlY, we can affect other

people's states of mind, just as a ftiend can cheer us up when we are
down, people can hetp others change a state of mind.

A successful coach is very aware of the five

states of mind and the

impact they have on the goal of reaching holonomy. He or she needs
many tools to enhance the growth of the five states of mind within self and

within others. When coaching is taking place, the coach uses the tools not
to give ideas or provide remedies but to move the coachee to a higher state
of holonomy. Some of these tools are listed below but are explained in
more depth rn the training.
Tools for Successful Peer Coaching:
1. Taking part in a planning conference

2. Taking part in a reflecting conference
3. Questioning skills
4. Formulating sentences and intonation
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5

. Understanding presuppositions

l.Ll,iI'-o*cificityandclarifoingrnformation
8. Self-reflection

By examining this list it is easy to see that Peer Coaching training
provides many tools to stimulate and support teachers to become more
aware of what they are doing and to take the nsk to make changes when

they see the need.

After working with peer coaching for four years, I have developed
my own personal definition of the concept. Peer Coaching is the way we

work with others, how we listen openly and non-judgmentally, and how
we commturicate. It involves asking questions to help people discover that
they have the answers withrn. It is our own consciousness about what we
do and

why. It involves encouragement and discovery without evaluation-

Upon reading Costa and Garmston's material, Carl Glickman
summarizes their philosophies as giving us a direction for how \^/e as

individuals can think, speak and behave toward one another to create the

"thoughtful educational environments" that all staff and students deserveResearch shows that collegial interaction is more effective than the
use of clinical supervision. I have seen this as a collaborative and

collegial way to revit alize teaching and learning. As I discussed in my
previous research about adult learning, a successful program results in a
self-perpetuating process for change as well as new knowledge and skills.
The peer Coaching model includes this process along with new knowledge
and skills. Peer Coaching is an answer to assisting teachers in
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implementing new strategies and improving existing practices. The coach
meets with the coachee upon the coachee's request. The coach asks the
coachee to

clariff his or her goals and then walks the coachee through his

or her lesson plan. While doing this, the coach asks questions that
encourage the coachee to look at the lesson from many different angles so

that any obstacles or holes in the lesson will be thought about ahead

of

time. The coachee also determines how he or she will know that the
lesson was successful.

If the coachee desires an observation, it is set up at

this time and the coach finds out specifically what the coachee wants the
coach to look

for. This process:

1. Clarifying of goals, 2. Determining

indicators of success, 3. Anticipating strategles to achieve goals and lastly,
4. Identifoingthe data gathering focus and procedures of the coach is what
is referred to as a planning conference (Costa

& Garmston, 1994).

The next step in peer coaching is an observation,

if

one was

planned, and then a reflective conference. The reflective conference takes
place after the coachee has implemented his or her lesson plan. The coach
and coachee then meet to discuss how well the plan

went. The coachee

reflects back on the lesson and the coach asks question to help the
coachee recall information and impressions of what was happening at the

time. They compare planned strategies with actual strategies used and the
decisions that the coachee made during the lesson. Together the coach
and coachee reflect on the end results of the lesson compffed to what the

intended results were. They have a discussion about the relationship
between what took place and the goal achievement. This process is
guided by the coach in a completely nonludgmental manner. It is the
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coach's goal to help the coachee reflect on his or her lesson in terms of the
goals and outcomes that were stated in the planning conference. The
coach helps the coachee synthesize new information, realize strengths and
successes, and prescribe his or her own formula for change.

The relationship of the coach and coachee is based on mutual
respect, trust, rapport, inquiry and learning. Therefore, trust building

activities need to be part of the training to give the participants an
opportunity to huild trust among themselves.
Description of my Leadership Application Project:
Enhancing the existing Cognitive Peer Coaching Program used in the Eden

Prairie Schools
Three years ago five teachers from Eden Prairie and I went through

the Cognitive Coaching training. Our trainers were Dr. Bill Sommers and
Jim Raussin who follow the Costa, Garmston model for peer coaching.
Once we were trained we were expected to develop and implement a

training model in the Eden Prairie School District. This last year our

trainers' group changed a great deal. We lost two of our trainers so we
were faced with the need to reorganize. During this process I was

involved in my research about self-reflection, meaningful goal setting,

portfolios and adult learning. We ana|yzed the model we were currently
using to see which components were successful and which areas needed

improvement. With my colleagues, I designed a training program which

would teach individuals peer coaching skills and also provrde the
opportunity and guidance

for self-reflection.
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The Cognrtive Peer Coaching program in the Eden Prairie School

District involves ssvsn days of training over the course of two years. The
first three days take place in the summer with two follow-up days over the
course of the first year and two additional follow-up days the second year.
Participants take this training with a team from their site or program. Peer

Coaching supports the district's pursuit to build respectful, supportive
relationships among all members. This training teaches positive,
nonjudgmental commu:rication techniques. It provides an opportunity for
the participants to acquire information about many communication
techruques in order to learn the importance of withholding judgrnent, and

also to discover how positive interactions with others can enhance one's

own professional development journey. The slnlls taught in the peer
coaching training are meant to support the participants in becoming

lifelong learners. When adults are able to collaborate and problem solve
with peers whom they trust, there

is

greater opportunity for learning

because of the support they feel from their trusted colleague. This

relationship encourages teachers to attempt new strategies because they do
not feel as if they are alone.

As mentioned earlier, peer coaching involves

planning and reflecting conferences with peers and when time permits an
observation by the coach. There is an opportumty for both the coach and
the coachee to learn in this setting. The dialogue between the two
encourages problem solving, planning, questioning and reflection. Having

the opportunity to be involved in a colleague's new learning and also
observing in that person's classroom opens many new doors for the coach
as

well.
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The purposs of Cognitive Peer Coaching is to invite self and others

to shape and reshape their thinking, reflecting, communicating, and
problem solvrng capacities. It is open to all employees of Eden Prairie

Schools. The long-range goal is to provide a vehicle through which all
staffcan discuss and refine their work performance.
Thrs Cognrtive Peer Coaching traimng rnodel provrdes a set

of

strategies to empower individuals and teams to examine their professional

growth and development. The skills from this training are applicable to
both the processes and the content of our work.
The training includes the following:

o
.
.
e
.
I
.
.

Team-huilding
Peer coaching experiences with colleagues

Self-reflection techniques
Questioning strategies
Listening skills
Non-judgmental response strategies
Concepts about the way we refine our work

Information about meaningful goal setting

We implemented the infoductory, three day training session in
August of 1997. There were 64 participants from the Eden Prairie School

District. The group was a mix of certified teachers, classified staff, and
administrative staff..

All of the participants were given

a three ring brnder to use as a

reflective portfolio. Included in the portfolio were seven dividers which
we created in order to guide individuals in developing their reflective
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portfolio. The seven sections were created from information I had taken
from Stephen Brookfield, Bonita Wilcox , and Stephen Covey

.

The first

section was named Reading Artifacts. a place to keep track of new

knowledge and new perspsctives. Examples of these might include book
lists, book notes, sunmaries of readings, diagrams of new learnings from
literature, overviews and outlines.
The second section was labeled Thinking Artifacts. This section
was developed for the keeper to include his/her own metacognition and

journaling about new learning. Specific ideas to include in this section are
writing responses to prompts, mind wanderings and maps, charts and
graphs, steps used to solve certain problems and reader responses.
The third section involved experimenting with new teaching and

learning" Demonstrating Artifacts was developed to encourage the
inclusion of illustrations, teacher assessments, lesson plans, performance
reviews, feedback from others, checklists, progritm designs and materials,
and also presentations.
The fourth section was designed to include Interacting Artifacts.
These artifacts are products of activities and exercises done in groups
such as thinking exercises, group brainstorming charts, group consensus

products, team building activities, problems and solutions and collegial
conversations.
The fifth section was titled Writing Artifacts. This is where the
keeper would include evidence that prior knowledge has been assessed
and new knowledge has been integrated rnto his/her teaching.

It is also a

place to document cturent knowledge. Examples of writing artifacts are
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formal papers, a written ptulosophy of teaching and learmng, descriptions

of effective strategies, evaluations and self-evaluations of teachrng.
The sixth section was designated for Goal Setting; creating a plan

for success. Participants were encouraged to include their list of goals,
action plans, resources needed, measurement strategies, their own
standards of success, and their team goals. Eden Prairie has developed

performance improvement rubrics for staff and these could be included in

this section also.
The last section was titled Open Spaces and was meant for quotes,
personal "ahas," or anything that was sparked in the open spaces of one's

imagination as a result of engagmg in the process of reflection.

Brookfield's four lenses of critical reflection were represented in sections
one, four, and five.

Our model has many strengths. One strength supports the

participants in deciding their own objectives for the ffaining and how they

will meet them (Knowles, 1980). They are given team time to work with
their g.oup so that together they can discuss and determine how to make
peer coaching work for them. By including Stephen Covey's (1994)

meaningful goal setting sffategies we provided tools that supported the
participants

r-n looking

at the areas they wanted

to see improvement and

helped them create their own plans for success. This piece really
enhanced team trme because the participants were able to see how others

can support them in reaching their goals. Many discussions at team time

were centered around individual goals and team goals. This allowed each
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participant to realize the resources they had within their own teams and
how they could benefit from working together.
Another strength of our peer coaching training model not only
considers the individual's goals and new learning but also looks at the
groups in which people work (Marsick, 1992). As I mentioned earlier, the

district is supportrng this initiative in hopes that the majonty of the
employees

will learn the skills of nonjudgemental and supportive

communication. Team time, personal reflection and group discussions are
created to enhance participants' flve states of mind and are evidence that
personal growth and learning are valued and necessary for both the

individual and the organization.
We have purposely incorporated opportunities for the participants

to engage themselves in an activity, reflect about their learning or the
process and then decide for themselves how the material is related or

helpful for them in their work.
This training model also shows evidence of Mezirow's (1981;
1985) three dimensions of learning: instrumental, dialogical and self-

reflective and also Joyce, Hirsh & McKibbens' (1983) research of the five
major components necessary to make adult learning meaningful We have
sessions where we provide new learning about specific strategies and

processes. We teach specific skills and necessary processes for
conducting a planning and reflecting conference. After each teaching
session where we are providing new information, we give the participants
a chance to practice the new learning. Often the trainers model the new

techniques and strategies before the participants practice with others. We
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then have g.oup debriefing sessions and opportunities for self-reflection.

We teach them about the coaching process and how it supports new
learning and development of new skills.
We conduct the three day sufirmer training session in a convenient
and comfortable location: the intermediate school in the

district. The room

we use allows for comfortable seating of the adults. The presenters ire
able to be in close proximity to the group while we present. There are

windows and easy access to the outdoors. We utilize a variety of
instructional techniques: lecture, problem solving activities, group projects
and presentations, hands-on activities, group reflections, and story tellingSome of the ways Eden Prairie staffreported using Cognitive Peer

Coaching skills include the following:

I lJsing questioning strategies to support a peer
. Becoming part of the team
. Learning to communicate with peers without glving advice
. Listening has been a key factor
. Self-reflecting about my teaching
r Aiding me in being a team plaYer
o Becoming a flexible thinker
t Lookinl atthings from another's view
. Listening non-judgmentally
. Analyzing problems
. Improving relationships with staffmembers
As peer coaches (those who have completed the peer coaching
training) finish the seven days of training they are encouraged to continue
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working with their peer coaching team. Each group develops their own
format for meeting and together they determine how the group can most
effectively meet the professional development needs of each member.
Some groups have chosen to participate in a pilot project which is about

performance improvement. In this pilot project, memhers determrne Soup
goals as well as individual goals for the year. They set up periodic
meetings to discuss their progress as a group as well as how each member

is doing on his/her individual goals. They set up coaching meetings or use
the meeting time to "group coach" a colleague who comes with a specific
need or problem.
Other teams who have chosen to continue working together use the
meeting times to discuss new literature that they have all read. They use

the communication techniques they have learned in the peer coaching
training to create a respectful learning environment for themselves. Some
groups have invited experts in to help them in a certain area like team

building, technology, student management, etc. There is very positive
feedback about how the active members feel supported by their

colleagues. They like having other people with whom they can discuss
goals and current educational issues. Above all, there is a change in the

culture of how people communicate with others. I am fortunate to be

working in a building where many people have been trained in peer
coaching and it is very evident by their respectful communication. People
are more

willing to listen and suspend their own judgments. Colleagues

ask more clariffrng questions rather than grving the quick

fix. I also see
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colleagues going to others for help or support which is strong evidence

of

trust.

Another enhancement that I have worked on is the development of
our training using the software -- Microsoft Power Point

4.0. The

participants are provided with note taking sheets that I created for each
slide presented (slidss are made using Power Point). We also have
handouts which are copied from the workbook Cognitive Coaching by
Costa and Garmston. I have created many visuals to reinforce the
concepts which we are teaching. These posters are displayed during the

training days.

ln summry, in thrs leadership application project, I worked closely
with the peer coaching trainers to develop the complete seven day training.
The changes to our training came as a result of my project and my
research about reflection and adult learning. I helped with the creation
a reflective portfolio for the participants and as

of

I described above, I

invested many hours putting our entire training program on Power Point.

From this work we now have all of the slides with corresponding handouts
and an outline of each training day so that other frainers could use this

training model. I also created many posters and visuals for our
presentations.
Summary and Conclusion of Findings
The purpose of my research was to deterrnine how self-reflection
and peer coaching can help teachers study their own practices and identifu

best practices. The second objective was to learn

how self-reflection

provides support for teachers to be successful in today's educational
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system. tn my research I found valuable information about peer coaching
a

and self-reflection as processes that support professional learning and

development. This research confirmed my idea that these skills (peer
coaching and self-reflection) when applied, help individuals to be lifelong

learners. These skills also encourage us to learn from our experiences and
identifu our strengths and weaknesses.
Within the training we offer time for participants to reflect about
where they are in their journey as peer coaches. The feedback always
shows evidence of the participants taking the information that they receive

in the training and adapting it to fit their needs as educators. The
participants have reported that they feel their teams are supportive
networks for achieving the goals they have set as individuals and teams.

In alignment with Marsick's research (1992),participants shared that ther
progress depends on how each of them feels valued and recognized in

their team. Even though they do not feel that they have the time they need

to always use the peer coaching conferencing or engage in reflection, they
do feel that they are at least working together to build trust and supportive
relationslups.

Another important component I learned in my research is the need

to give teams time to determine their own goals and objectives in order
that together they can determine a plan for meeting these objectives

(Covey,l994;Knowles, 1980). Not only do individuals and teams need
to be a part of this process but they need to feel that the team has a

worthwhile purpose or the group will not be successful.
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From most of the research it has become very clear to me that adults
need to be able to make new learning connect with existing knowledge

(APA, 1996;Rosenthal, 1992; Smith, 1991). This requires skills to
transfer new knowledge into our existing way of doing things. This

knowledge was applied in the training during reflection time and through
the different activities which we built in to encourage participants to make

copections. There were opportunities for the participants to create
metaphors, map ther peer coaching journey, draw therr own visuals and
create pneumonic devices about certain concepts. They also discussed

witlun their groups ways that each of them saw how the topic berng taught
related to their professional role and their personal

life. We also provided

opporfunities for participants to draw parallels of peer coaching to other
techniques they have learned. We then gave them time to practice and

reflect on how these new techniques fit for each one individually.
The trainers believe that each person is responsible for creating his
or her own formula for success. Once the participants are taught the
concepts, have seen the new strategies modeled, and are then given time

to practice, they determine how it fits for them and write their goals

accordingly When adults are successful in this process they see the
rmportance of taking ownership for their own learning and professional

growth. They also become more aware of how important it is to have a
plan in place for when things are not going so

well. This is definitely a

process which supports life-long learning and is supported by many
experts in the area of adult learning (Smith, 1982, 1991; Rosenthal, 1991,

Brookfield, 1986; Knowles, 1980; Kidd, 1973)
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I also learned about the many bamers that impede adult learning
(Brookfield, 1986; Merriam & Cafferello, 1991; and Cross, 1981). I feel
our training needs to take these obstacles into account even more than

it

does presently. People are coming to the training with a variety of needs,

wants, and levels of expertise. Emotionally, each person brings a different

dyra*ic to the group. As these dynamics become

areas of resistance for

the group and trainers, it is important to acknowledge where each person
is in their comfort level with the new learning. I would feel even more

effestive as a trainer if it were possible to connect with each participant so
that we could provide more meaningful choices and tools for individual

success. We continue to review the states of mind as a way to heighten
peoples' awareness of their own state of mind and how it relates to their
level of success. Smith (1991) and Cross (1981) have confirmed that the

first step to success is the recognition of the obstacles which keep us from
learning. They believe this is most effectively done through self-

reflection. We provide some time for that reflection but not nearly
enough.

I learned from Brookfield's research the importance of collahorative
facilitation. As trainers we try to check with the group often to see if their
needs are being met or it they would prefer to use a different format. We

often answer participants' questions by calling on the expertise of our
audience. We have created a "Burning Issues" poster and provide
everyone with post it notes. Thrs allows participants the opportunity to
grve us constant feedback in a non-threatening

way. They write whatever

they need to on the post it note and stick it to the "Burning Issues" poster.

+5

The trainers who are not facilitating at the time monitor so that people's
needs are met as soon as possible. Trainers always try to be involved with

different teams throughout the group activities so they can be learmng

right along with the participants involved in the training.
Much to my dismay, there was not enough time in the three peer
coaching trauring days to teach about Peer Coaching, Self-Reflection and

Meaningful Goal Setting. Once the portfolio was developed, I saw
potential problems with the depth and magnitude of tlungs it included and

I was concerned that we were not going to be able to give it proper time
and teaching within the peer coaching training. Due to how

it was

designed and presented, the group interpreted the objective of the portfolio
to be more collection than reflection. The participants seemed
overwhelmed by the portfolio and conrmented that their filing cabinets
served the same purpose. ln the evaluations a coilrmon concern was

evident--TlME. When would people find the time to reflect and journal?
Another piece that I feel we were unsuccessful with was embeddrng

Brookfields's Theory of Critical Reflection (1995) It was too difficult to
find the time to encourage people to really examine their assumptions and
origination of constructed meanings about work, conduct, relationships,

etc.. I did try to include Brookfleld's four lenses of critical reflection
when I created the portfolio, but feel unsuccessful because we did not
have the time to work through Brookfield's process of becoming a

critically refl ective teacher.

At the end of the three day training session about

I of the 56

participants responded to the questions: "What are your thoughts about
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self-reflection?" and "What is your overall reaction or feeling about the
reflective portfolio?"

All

eight realized that the process of self-reflection

was valuable. Three even cofilmented on how they learned that it was

more about focusing on positives rather than always on the negative
(negative being what went wrong, or what they did wrong?) They saw the
difference between self-reflection and self-evaluation. The portfolio on

the other hand seemed more overwhelming to them. They seemed to
agree that the concept was worthy of thought, but when to find time to use

it or develop it was a coflrmon concern. This

echoes research showing

that people need to be taught how to become reflective (Brookfield, 1995;

Kochendorfer, 1994 Schon, 1994).

I also struggled with the whose concept of how I might be able to
teach myself to becorne reflective. Self-reflection is all about the five
states of mind that we teach in Peer coaching. When

I do take the time to

reflect I know that I feel more efficacious because I can see more easily
that I do have the tools to make a difference with students and I also know

I

am being responsible by taking the time to look more closely at how

doing things. When

I engage in reflection I am able to look

perspectives and take the focus

I am

at new

offof me. This enables me to see the many

options available to me. Critical self-reflection is a way to continually
perfect the craft of teaching. When I gave the students self-assessments
or I have taken the time to engage in conversations with them about their
needs

I am moved to a much higher level of consciousness. Through

reflection and peer coaching opportunities

I also see how much I benefit

from working with my peers. I can see the beneflts of self-reflection so
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clearly along with the fact that I also have taken the time to read the
valuable research about the importance of self-reflection. I know in my
heart that it is important for my own learning and growth and yet,

I also

know it is difficult.
The overall evaluations of the peer coaching concepts were positive
but the participants did not show strong confidence in the conferencing,
(both planning and reflecting). Many participants had a concern that they

would have trouble remaining in the coach's role due to their habits of
gtving advice and personal feedback. Participants were positive about the
goal setting process wluch was presented and the trainers observed both

individual goal setting and team goal setting taking place.
As the year progressed and this group of peer coaches has been
presented with Day 4 and Day 5 of the training, their feedback has
remained consistent. When they are provided with the tirne and drrection

for reflection, it is meaningful. However, when looking at the evaluations,
all but one participant who completed them, feels overwhelmed and stated
that there really is not time for reflection in their day to day lives. The

participants who are using their reflection portfolio for anything other than
when they are at the Peer Coaching training are using it in conjunction

with their masters program. One person is using it with the distnct
Performance ImProvement Pilot-

Time is the inhibitor in so much of whatwe do as teachers. We are
caught between teaching all the distnct outcomes? managug large class
sizes, meeting the needs of sfudents and parents, handling the voluminous

paper work, participating in site-based management meetings and
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committees, and trying to learn what is necessary to be prepared for the
changes taking place in education. Unfortunately, the vision of being

more effective and improving with experience through the ernployment

of

strateEes of reflection, is predicated on the availability of that most

precious and rare conrmodity--time! Teachers need time for individual
reflection and for collective deliberation, for thrnking alone and for being
thoughtful with others.
The research really answered my questions about how self-

reflection and peer coaching can help teachers critically examine their own
practices and identifi, what strategies are most successful for themselves"

Also, my personal experience with peer coaching strongly supports that it
helps us become more aware of what we are doing. By taking part rn a

planning and reflecting conference with another colleague we are able to
discover our strengths and also make changes with the support of another

person" This supportive model is the key to success that I see is needed as
we take on so many changes in education. When teachers feel supported
and able to take a risk even when confidence is low due to all of the new

information they are learning, we will see more risk taking going on in
classrooms. Also, teachers will be discovering many effective techniques
and strategies by working with other colleagues who may be
experimenting with them. As I mentioned earlier, our district is

implementing graduation standards and new student management
strategies along with taking on many new initiatives. Education is
changing so much and teachers

will

need to relook at how they have done

things in the past so that they can better meet the needs of all students.
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peer coaching offers that supportive relationship with colleagues which is
needed for optimal adult learning.

I see the merits of self-reflection in all aspects of my owr life hut
above all

I see it as an answer as to how we can support teachers in being

successful in today's education. There seems to be just too much for
teachers to do in their job right

now. We are all aware of the fact that new

methods of instruction and evaluation are evolving and agree that the new

initiatives in the district are very valuable. The questions remain however,

"How can we connect these initiatives to what we already know and

are

doing? How can the new initiatives support what we are presently doing
and how can we possibly learn all that we need to learn to be an effective

teacher?" My colleagues and I have an internal desre for achieving
success but we also have a strong need to have positive feelings of self-

worth. Without the distnct supporting the teachers in their quest to be
lifelong learners, we will not have that positive feeling of competency and
self-worth, we will only continue to feel more and more overwhetmedOne way to overcome feelings of burnout is to provide teachers with the

time and training for self-reflection. We need time to actively explore new
ideas, beliefs, and practices. Above all when we have learned something

new, ws need to reflect on, discuss, and experiment with the new

information. Even with my heightened awareness about the benefits of
self-reflection, I have not been able to find time within my day to
implement my own learning-
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Recomm,gndations

I believe the idea of the reflection portfolio failed when it was
included with the Peer Coaching training because we (the trainers) were
unable to provide the time for the participants to develop their own

portfolio. I still firmly believe in self-reflection and feel that teaching the
skills of self-reflection and provrding teachers the time and direction to
create a reflection portfolio merits more attention. I believe that in order

for us to become reflective practitioners we need to look at our
assumptions about what we do and why we do the things we

do. What

do

we believe about education in the past and what do we believe about it

now? What in our lives has the strongest impact on the decisions we are
makrng today? These questions are important rn the process of becomrng

critically reflective therefore, teachers need to be afforded the time to
think about them and answer them. The peer coaching training is very
important in and of itself so it is difficult to decide what to delete in order
to fit rr the teaching about self-reflection. I highly recoilrmend that the
Eden Prairie School District take a close look at how self-reflection can
support teachers in their professional development. After researching the
concepts of self-reflection and critical reflection and realizing how
enhances adult learning,

it

I feel the skills should be taught in a time frame

set aside strictly for cntical self-reflection. Within this time frame each

participant would develop hislher owr reflective portfolio which would
then be used to support the new learning of all of the initiatives that the

district is currently integrating.
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Moje, et al. (1994), support my ideas that we cannot expect
teachers to simply develop a portfolio and become reflective. The initial
stages of the process need to be taught in order to guide individuals into

ownership of their owrr learning. Taking responsibility for one's own
professional development is a difficult

task. Self-reflection is one way to

empower teachers to become responsible for their own growth. This can

only be done successfully however, if time is provided.
Currently, time for professional reading, writing and self-reflection
are not built into our schedule in the Eden Prairie School

District. I feel it

is necessary due to the many decisions we are faced with daily. Ross, et

al. (1993) believe that the reflection process does not dictate the decision
teachers

will make but rather ersures that the decisions will be constantly

re-evaluated in terms of the impact they actually have on the people

involved. As Brookfield (1995) discusses and strongly believes,

if

teachers are to understand their impact on students, they must develop the

ability to see themselves, the classroom, and instruction provided, through
many different lenses.

Many new theories about education are evolving and we as teachers
need to look at our own assumptions about what we do and why we do

them. Graduation standards, the brain-based learmng research and sfudent
management changes are only three of the hot issues in education riglrt

now. However, these three alone pose a teacher with many new ideas
about how he/she

will run the classroom. Will we take time out of our day

to incorporate daily meetings with the students? Will we allow students
more choices and glve up some of our control? Will we teach to
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objectives or will we teach inquiry and problem solving? Do we believe
that people learn more effectively in learning conlmunities collectively or
should we have students work on their own? Do we teach social skills
and values or do we stick to the core curriculum of reading, writing and

anthmetic? The questions facing teachers presently are overwhelming.
To me, the true question is not "What are the right answers?" but rather

"How do we support teachers to make these decisions in the most openminded, informed frame of mind?" The answer, in my opinion, is to
provide them with the time and training to become critically reflectiveTeachers are constantly making decisions based on their past
learmng and experiences (Brookfield, 1995). In order to make big
changes in education, teachers

will need to examine their assumptions and

personal philosophies of education. This is easier said than done. When

will this happen? In what setting? How will it be facilitated?

These

questions migtrt be answered if the staff was afforded the opportunity to
do this kind of thinking and reflecting" To me this is the first step toward

encouragng teachers to be self-reflective. Provide them with the time and

training. It doesn't end with the training though. Administrators would
need to modet and provide time for reflection as supported by Reitz:rtg and

Burello's research (1995) There would be time built into staffmeetings
and professional development days to

reflect. Ideally, there would be

more time built into each teacher's day to reflect, work more closely with
colleagues and learn.

I would like to see all teachers have the opporhurity to develop their
own personal, reflective portfolio. Included in this portfolio would be data
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that reflects the teacher's strengths, growth, new learning and goals. The

portfolio is not meant for evaluation by anyone other than the teacher who
developed the portfolio. The portfolio can be used as a basis for a
conference with a colleague or an administrator. ln these conferences the

focus could be on the teachers' plans, what gains have been made, what

still needs to be accomplished. A conference such as this may lead to more
goal setting. These portfolios would be a great asset for teachers
participating in the district's Perforrnance Improvement Pilot, as long as
mearringful goal setting was taught and teacher's were able to see how
colleagues can support goal attainment (Peer Coachrng!). Just as students
need to be provided with directions and tools about how to develop a

portfolio, so do teachers (Ford, 1993, Frazier, et al., 1993;Moje, et a1-,
1994;Paulson, et al., 1991; Wolf, 1991).
Self-reflection is not limited to the development of a portfolio.
However, I think it is very useful when setting goals, making corulections

with new learning, looking more deeply at what we do and helping
teachers choose best practices.

I

agree with Gillespie et.al. (1996) that in

order for a portfolio to be meaningful it requires self-reflection. The

portfolio I am describing is not about collection, but about reflection, It is
about discovering what is best for students and then making a plan about

how to implement those best practices. It is my recommendation that we

work to fulfill the need to reorganize schools to become places where the
opportunities for thought and the organizational characteristics that
promote thinking and problem solving are commonplace.
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My idea for a reflective portfolio would support learning that takes
place in all settings. Brookfield (1995) describes self-directed learners as
ones who continually reinterpret, renegotiate and re-create their personal

relationships, work lives, and social structures. We know that there is
learning that takes place in the workplace, the community, volunteering,
interpersonal relationships and in many other sefiings. I truly believe the

reflective portfolio would be one tool to support teachers in becoming selfdirected learners.

Appundix
Outline of Three Duy Peer Coachirg Traini*g

Gog{mitive Feer Comchimfi
Eden Prairie Schools
Adapted from Costa and Garmston, Cognitive Coaching, 1994

Day One
1".

Small Team Grounding
r \A/ho am I?
r What role do I play in the district?
r lAtrhat are my expectations for this experience?
. How do I feel about being here?

2. Team Introductions
r Positions that you have held in your life time
. Professional expertise (ski11s/assets) that you bring to the
team

3. Program Expectations
.7 days of training
. development of a personal portfolio
r determine team goals
r d.etermine individual goals
. self assessment toward. achievement of those goals
r engage in conferencing activities
r inte8rate skills into your professional work

4. The Goals of Peer Coaching

e
o
I

"l[-nust

[.eamlim$
I{onormonx}y
Adapted from Costa and Garurston, Cognitive Coaching1gg4

I

5. The Purpose of Peer Coaching
To invite self and others to shape and reshape their thinking, reflecting,
conununicating, and prohlem solving cepacities.
Adapted from Costa and Garnrston, Cognitive Coachingl994

6. Skitts Included

in this Training

Team Building
+ Peer coaching conferences
+ Self reflection techniques
+ Questioning strategies
+

Listening skills
+ Non-judgmental response strategies
+ Concepts about the way we refine our work
+

7. Long Range Goal
r Provide a vehicle through which all staff can discuss
and refine their work performance.

8. Purpose of Day One
*Develop an understanding of cognitive
coaching and self reflection
9. By the end of toduy you

will

...
+ be able to describe to your team what Holonomy is
+ be able to articulate how the five states of rnind relate to your
personal and professional life
+ experience trust building activities
+ participate in self reflection practices
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J.0.

Flolonomy
,Flexihility
r Consciousness
r Efficacy
r Craftsmanship
r Interdependence
Adapted from Costa and Garmston, Cognitive Coachingl994,

LL. Definition of Holonomy

.

People acting autonomously and interdependently

12. Flolonomous People
Align behavior with values
+ Act with intentionality
+ Contribute to and learn from otherrs
+

alternative per$pectives
+ Strive for constant improvement
+ Reflect on and learn from experience
+ Generate reciprocity among self and larger systems.

+ Seek

Adapted from Costa and Gannston, Cognitive Coachingl994, p. 10

L3.

Holonomy

Five States of Mind

Taken from Costa and Garmston, Cognitive Coaching, 1994, p.6

+Efficacy
Knowing that I have the capacity to make a difference through what
do, and being willing to take the responsihility to do so.

I

+Flexibility
Knowing that I have and can develop options to consider about my iob
and being *illirrg to ronsider and demonstrate respect and empathy for
diverse perspectives.

+Craftsmiurship
Knowing that I can continually perfect the craft of what I do, and being
wilfing to pursue ongoing learning.
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+Consciousness
Knowing what and how I am thinking ahout what I do, and being
willing to be arvare of my actions and their effects.

+Interdependence
Knowing tt at I will benefit from my participating in, contrihuting to,
and receiving from professional relationships; and being willing to
create and thange relationships to benefit my work.

14. Reflection
+

+

How do you see each of the Five States of Mind working in
your professional and personal life?
What do you think of the Five States of Mind and how do you
feel about thern?

15. Trust
+ When trust exists in a relationship,

+Factors that promote trust include the

I
followitg'

Adapted from Costa and Garmston, Cognitive Coaching, 1994, P. 10

1"6. Trust Requires:
o Honesty
e Openness
o Consistenry
. Respect

17. Quote

-The way of being with another Person which is termed
empathic...means temporarily living in their [ife, moving about in it
delicately, without making judgments... to be with another in this way
means that for the time being you lay aside the views and values you
hold for yourself in order to enter the othey's world without
prejudice...a complex, demanding, strong yet subtle and gentle way of
being."
Carl R. Rogers
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18. Trust
J.9.

Quote

"Coming to trust another person is the most fragile of human projects. It
requires knowing someone over a period of time and seeing their honesty
modeled in their actions."
Stephen Brookfleld

20.Rapport
Elements:

Posture
+ Gesture

+

+

Tonality

Language
+ Breathing
+

Adapted from Costa and Gannston, Cognitive Coaching, 1994, P.

21..
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\rfhen to Consciously Apply Rupport Tools

22. Quote

from Interpersonal Communication

Survey
23. Where

Do I Stand? Activrty

24. Self Reflection
Doing more things faster

" lff;H:*E*r

doing the right things.

matter how busy people become, if they ate too boty to reflect about
their work they are too busy to improve.

IrJo

Robert Garmston
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25. \AIhy Self Reflection

I

r

Empowers individuals to analyze their own assumptions
and beliefs.
Encourages more in-depth scrutiny, skills, attitudes, abilities
and knowledge.

25. Brookfield's Four Lenses of

I
o
o
I

Critical Reflection

Our autobiographies as teachers and learners
Our students' eyes
Our colleagues' perceptions and experieltces
Theoretical literature

S. Brookfield, Becoming a Criticatly Reflectiae Teacher, L995

26. Quote
,4,mnnou, etand tinie to dllfr&

?iarl nEEd d4am'

t*

efiqt ffi

to {e rndde,

+cdhrtim,
l*
'fia"n
ard eaine

27. Developing a personal

portfolio

A. Reading Artifacts
New knowledge andNew Perspe*ioes
Bonnie Wilcox

+Book notes
+Summaries
+Diagrafirs

+Overviews
+Outlines

B. Thinking Artifacts
Metacognition and lournaling About New Learning
Bonnie Wilcox

+]ournaling
+Responses to prompts

+Written dialogue with texts
6

"*Mind wanderings and maPS
+Charts and graphs
+Steps in problem solving
+Process memos

C. D wronstrnting
Experimentingwith

Artifacts

NsuJ Tenching and

karning

BonnieWilcox

+

Illustrations

* Teacher assessments

Lesson plans
+ Performance reviews
+Feedback from others
+ Checklists
+Program designs and materials
+ Presentations
+

D.

Interacting Artifacts

Actiaities and Exwcises Done in Groups
Bonnie Wilcox

+Thinking exercises
+Group brainstorming charts
+Group consensus products
+Team building activities
+Problems and solutions
+Critical conversations

E. Writing Artifacts
Eaidence that Prior Knawledge has been Assessed, New Knowledge has been lntegrated
and Crrrent Knowledge can U, noru*,,y;*r!*o.,*

Formal papers
+ Philosophy of Teaching and Learning
+ Descriptions of effective strategies
+ Evaluation artifacts
+
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Table of contents
o Self evaluations of teachi.g

"

F. Goal Settirug Artifacts
aeafing Your Plan for succei:r.*
+

wircox

Individual goal statements

+Group goal statements
+ Action plarrs
+ Perfoffnance Improvement Rubrics
+ Measurement tools and process
+ Definition of Success
+ Resource list

G.

Op*Space

A place for your own imagination and creation

27.

Building Your Philosophy Statement
a team recorder
o Together compile a list of beliefs about

o Choose

what you do
o Reflect on your own personal belief

28. Closure
+

Tell someone within your group what you learned about
holonomy today.

29. Reflection of Neur Learning'
This is what I learned today
"
o This is how I feel about it
o This is how it fits into my personal philosophy about
my work

I

30. Attribute Map
o

Each person needs to share at least three attributes they

bring to the group.
o Create a visual design for representing your group's
attributes.
o Share the visual with the large group.

31. Homeplay
Explain to someone outside of your team what you
learned today.
+ Look for examples of trust and rapport.
+

32. Team Discussion
+\Mhat are your thoughts and feelings about what you
have learned so far?

DayZ
L. Purpose of Day Two
+Build an understanditg of the theory and
practice of the planning and reflection
conference
2. By the end of

toduy you will

...

coflduct a planning conference
+ conduct a reflective conference
o be able to articulate the roles and coffununication modes
of both the coach and coachee
+ contribute to your personal portfolio

r"

I

3. Planning Conference Mup
o

Clarify goals and objectives

Determine indicators of achievement
+ Anticipate strategies and decisions to achieve goals
o Identify the data gathering focus and procedures
+

4. Quote
1ie frffirerr

@

we ffinr dn lon oriena ri. {,tot io dlane

orur,

ofuiea 6rrr fu ,&o,eal tfipina.
-;firdia'z 0t$hiq*r

5. Five Important Reasons

for Flaving a Planning

Conference
Trust huilding opportunity (the agenda is controlled by
the coachee)
+ Focuses the coach's attention on the coachee's goals
o Provides time for a detailed, mental rehearsal of the

o

lesson
+ Establishes the parameters of the reflecting conference
o Promotes Self-Coaching

6. Planning Conference
+

When do you see a planning conference being used in your
job?

7. Reflection
+What have you done in the past that is similar to this?
+FIow might the struchrre of this process help you?

L Five Classes of Comments
Judgruent
"I" statgments

Analysis

10

Data and Facts
Questions

9. Reflection

r

r
.

When working through a personal issue, which category
would you like the listener to access the most and why?
Looking through the lens of a colleague, which category
would your colleagues say you use most and why?
Considering what you value and how others perceive you,
might this be an area that you craft a goal?

L0. PDSA Mode1

r Plan
.Do
. Study
. Act

1'1..

Reflection Conference Map
. Summ arize impressions and assessment of the event
,Recall data supporting impressions and assessment
,Compare planned with achieved results
.Infer relationships between goal achievement and
strategies/ decisions
r Synthesiee new learnings and prescribe applications
. Reflect on the coaching Process and recoilunend
refinements

12. Reflection
+What have you done in the past that is similar to this?
+How might the structure of this Process help you?
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13, Circular Response Activity
The purpose of this activity is to provide practice in the skills of
listening actively and attentively to the remarks of others.
l. Arrange the team in a circle and select a theme for discussion.
2. Going around the circle, each person gets an opportunity to
share their thoughts/opinions on the theme.
3. Before sharing your opinion, be sure to paraphrase the ideas
of the person who came before you.
Adapted form S. Broolffield, Becoming a Critica[y Reflective Teacher, 1994

'1.4.

Circular Response Activrty Ground Rules
r No one may be interrupted while speakirg.
r No one may speak out of turn.
r Each person begins by paraphrasing the corunents of the

person in front of them.
. Each person, in all of their corunents, strives to show
how his or her remarks spring from, and are grounded
i+ the comments of the previous speaker.
Taken from Stephen

1-5.

Brookfiel{ Becoming

a Critically Reflective Teacher. 1994, p.150

Flomeplay
Reflection:
- Can you self-coach?
- ltVhich of the five classes of comments do you use most?
+ Practice with a memory hook.
+ Come with an issue or plan to work on for a planning or
reflective conference.

+

t2

Day 3
1-. Purpose of Day Three
+Practice the Peer Coaching strategies and develop the
plans which will support a successful year of
professional growth

2. By the end of toduy you

will

...

+practice a planning or reflection conference
+contribute to your personal portfolio
+set individual and team goals

3. Reflection
+Summaruze your understanding of Peer Coaching and
the skills taught so far.
+Describe where and how you see yourself applying
these skills?

4. Speaker Bill Sommers

I

Why Peer Coaching?

o Response strategies

.

Questioning strategies

5. Self-Awareness Quote
Tlfn q Frupta fule en e;fo ent lo,i h& of airlr*t, ffi dqarhil. dt et#ln wttry,
fir# otnqtV {#rtr*E il*t fase afir#Jt dtg&tliid tiiltt uton?tea adnand d
ce,r#Ml fm,l,
-

Ehrffi?fliids,
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6. Setting

Meaningful Goa1s

*Wrtai -What

$Wrtf

do I desire to accomplish?

-IAtrhy do I want to d"o it?

.irfro*-How

arn

I going to do it?

Adapted from Stephen Covey, First Things First.1994

7. Setting

Meaningful Goals

+Setting Long-Term Goals
+Keeping a "Perhaps" List
+Setting Weekly Goals
Adapted from Stephen Covey, Fiffit Things First.1994

8. Team Planning Time
Individuals develop goals
o Individuals share goals with the team
+ Team develops a list of supporting thoughts
+ Individuals develop a plan to accomplish those goals
After hearing each individual's goals, the team generates
or 2 goals of its own and creates an action plan to

"

L

accompli*h those goals

L4

Leadership Application Proj ect
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